ABSTRACT. A structure theorem is provided for the free product S inv T of inverse semigroups Sand T. Each element of S inv T is uniquely expressible in the form f(A)a, where A is a certain finite set of "left reduced" words and either a = I or a = a l ... am is a "reduced" word with aa~,1 EA. (The word al ... am in S sgp Tis called reduced if no letter is idempotent, and left reduced if exactly am is idempotent; the notation erA) stands for Il{aa-L a E A}.) Under a product remarkably similar to Scheiblich's product for free inverse semigroups, the corresponding pairs (A, a) form an inverse semigroup isomorphic with S inv T.
Introduction.
From purely universal algebraic considerations (see, for example, [1, §72]) it follows that since inverse semigroups form a variety, the free product (or "coproduct") of any family of inverse semigroups exists and, moreover, is generated by isomorphic copies of the members of that family. However, the first attempt to actually describe the free product S inv T of two inverse semigroups was made in 1973 by Preston [11] as a certain quotient of a free semigroup product. This followed the first concrete and useful description of free inverse semigroups, given by Scheiblich [12] . Preston's description of S inv T gave no insight into its structure, however, and he suggested the possibility of a concrete structure theorem along the lines of Scheiblich's. Various special cases have since been covered: when both Sand T are groups, S inv T was described by Knox [8] and McAlister [9] ; when both Sand Tare E-unitary, a description of S inv T using graphs was obtained by the author [7] .
In this paper a structure theorem for the free product of any two inverse semigroups (which extends easily to arbitrary families) Sand T is provided. This enables a canonical form for its elements to be provided, Green's relations to be determined and various structural and preservational properties to be discussed. In view of the complexity of some of the intermediate results it is not surprising that the inverse semigroup constructed is somewhat complicated to describe. (Its applications, though, should be proof of its practicality.) The construction is in several stages, which are summarized in the remainder of this section.
In §3 a (finite) process is given by which any element x of S inv T may be expressed in the form e(A)a, where A belongs to a certain family G)) of "canonical sets" (each consisting of a finite number of words in S sgp T In §4 representations of Sand T in S,~, the symmetric inverse semigroup on the set G)), are defined and extended to a representation p of S inv Tin S'lJ' This representation is then used to define a partial order";;;;' on G)) in such a way that (Sinv T)p consists of partial order isomorphisms of the poset (G)), ";;;;'). The sequence of maps
A -> e(A) -> PE(A) -+ ilPE(A) = G))A -+ A (where ilPF(A) denotes the domain of the partial transformation PE(A) and 0})
A is the principal ideal of (il.' :l generated by A) is shown to be an isomorphism, so that L~i is a semilattice, G)) ~ E(Sinv T) and P is an idempotent separating representation of S inv T in the Munn semi group To" (which consists of all isomorphisms between principal ideals of G2j). In fact P is essentially the Munn representation.
In §5 a product is defined on the set F of all pairs (A, a), where A E G)) and a is an associate of A. Using a representation T of S inv T in SF it is similarly shown that F is an inverse semigroup, F ~ S inv T and T is faithful. (Essentially T is just the Preston-Vagner representation.) This shows that the "canonical form" given in §3 is unique.
In the final two sections Green's relations are found on F and various structural ( §5) and preservational ( §6) properties are discussed.
Preliminaries.
If Sand T are inverse semigroups then S sgp T and S inv Twill denote their free product in the categories of semigroups and of inverse semigroups, respectively, defined by the usual universal properties. The elements of S sgp Tare words a = a l ... am over S U T no two of whose adjacent letters belong to the same factor S or T. In a natural way these words may be thought of as elements of S inv T, and since Sand T may be considered as generating S inv T, every element of S inv T may be expressed in this way, though not uniquely.
To avoid repetition the expression "a E S sgp T" will assume a has the form a l ... am (the a/s alternately from Sand T), where m = l(a), the length of a.
Such a word a will be termed (i) reduced if no a i is idempotent, (ii) right idempotent if am is idempotent and (iii) left reduced if am' but no other letter, is idempotent. The empty word, denoted 1, will be assumed to be reduced, of length 0, but not right idempotent. The terminology and notation will, in general, be that of Howie [3] . In particular we refer the reader to Chapter 5 for the definitions and elementary properties of the natural partial order on an inverse sernigroup, the symmetric inverse semigroup g x on a set X and the Munn sernigroup T£ on a semilattice E.
We deviate from the notation in [3] by denoting by Llcp and \7cp the domain and range, respectively, of a member cp of g x. In addition, the sernilattice of idempotents of an inverse semigroup U will be denoted E(U).
A reduction algorithm.
In this section a procedure is described which reduces any element of Sinv T to a "canonical form", the uniqueness of which will be proved in § §4, 5. Some further definitions are first required. Let A E ci'. Reduction of A to a set in "lJ is treated first. This consists of a repetition of two basic steps.
if not, let i be the least positive integer for which the ith letter of some word a in A is an internal idempotent: let L(A) be the set obtained from A by replacing each such word a by ai· 2. Last letter reduction. If A has unique last letters put R( A) = A; if not, there is a least positive integer k for which, for some X and y of length k in As, or in AT' Let b = b , ... b k E As, say, and let 
Otherwise am is nonidempotent and aa~,' EA. Each reduction step applied to A now corresponds to a reduction of a.
Otherwise (that is, when a i is not idempotent, or when m ,,;;; i) put L( a) = a. 
Last letter reduction. If R(
Hence every element of S inv T is expressible in the form e( X)x for some X E GlJ and associate x of X. Each idempotent is expressible in the form e( X) for some X E GlJ. 0
Since the reduction process relies only on the fact that Sand T generate S inv T, the following corollary is evident. In §5 it will be shown that in S inv T the expression e( X)x is unique, and that this in fact characterizes the free product amongst inverse semigroups generated by S and T (or isomorphic copies thereof). This will be done by defining a product on the set F = F( S, T) of all ordered pairs (X, x), where X E GlJ and x is an associate of X, in such a way that F becomes an inverse semigroup isomorphic with S inv T. The first stage, however, is to define a partial order on GlJ so that it becomes a semilattice isomorphic with E(Sinv T), demonstrating the uniqueness of the expression e(X) for idempotents of S inv T.
4. An idempotent separating representation of S inv T. In this section a representation p of S inv T in g6lj' the symmetric inverse semigroup on the set GlJ, is defined.
This representation is then used to define a partial order on GlJ in such a way that the image of S inv Tin g6lj consists of partial order isomorphisms, and then to show that, under this partial order, 6' 0 is in fact a semilattice isomorphic with E(S inv T). In fact p turns out to be a representation of S inv T in the Munn semigroup T6',j of isomorphisms between principal ideals of GlJ.
First, if A E it and s E S let
where s· a is the right idempotent word obtained from a by premultiplying by s: thus
For example if a = a, ... am is a left reduced word, with m > I and a, E S,
It may be easily verified that s-,
So far the action S-I * A has only been defined when SS-I EA. We extend the definition as follows. For each e E E(S) let ~e = {A E~: e;;;' g for some g E Ad.
Note that the idempotent g is unique, since A has unique last letters. Now for any s E S and A E ~cjssol let S-I * A = (gsr l * A, where SS-I ;;;. g E As. PROOF. Let h E Bs, g E As, with h ",;; g ",;; e. Clearly if s0Le, then gs0Jlg and hs = h(gs)0Lh, so without loss of generality SS-I = g. PROOF. Clearly ~ is reflexive. To prove transitivity it is sufficient to consider the case where a is a left reduced word, B, C E "!J and pre(a);;;' B, B;;;. C. Then and gi E BPa,'''a,_,' 1 < i ~ m. Since A has unique last letters, hi = gl = ala,l. 
A faithful representation of S inv T. As in §3, let F (or F( S, T) if there is any possibility of confusion) = {(A, a): A E G' Y and a is an associate of A}. In this section a product is defined on F. A faithful representation 'T of S inv T in 1 F is
found and used to show that, under the given product, F is an t"nverse semigroup isomorphic with S inv T, so that the expression E( A)a given in §3 for elements of S inv T is unique.
In order to define the product and the representation some preliminaries are needed. First, the representation P may be extended to (S inv T Y by letting P I be the identity automorphism on G' y. Now let a E S sgp T, B E 6' .0 and suppose a is above a pseudoassociate of B, that is (cf. A situation frequently encountered in the sequel will be that of two nonempty reduced words a = a l ... am and h = b l ... b n , say, and a member C of 6' .0 such that pre( aa;"l) ;;;. C and pre( bb,;-I) ;;;. CPa' Then it is easily verified that ab (in S sgp T) is above a pseudoassociate of C.
Define a product on F by the rule (A, a)(B, b) = (C, c), where C = (APa /\ B)p:1 andc = (ab)c
To show this IS well defined observe first that (if a =fo I) Ap a 1\ B ,,;;; APa ,,;;; pre(a-Ia l ), so (since a-l a I 6 ita-1 in Sinv T), and thus C is well defined. Further, CPa = APa 1\ B, so CPa";;; B,,;;; pre(bb,~I) and C";;; A ,,;;; pre(aa~i), so the situation described abov~rises and c is defined. (The cases when a = I or b = I are simpler.) To show (ab)c is indeed an associate of C the following lemma suffices. LEMMA Throughout the sequel, (as)A will be abbreviated to as.
Let A E GJJ and suppose a = a I ... am is a pseudoassociate of A. Then a is an associate of A and e( A)a = e( A )a. Thus if a is above a pseudoassociate of A, a A is an associate of A and e(A) = e(A)a
Suppose I < k < m: then b = a l '" (ak-la k + l ) ... am = b l ... b m -2 , where bj = aj for j < k -I, b k -I = ak-lak+1 and bj = a;+2 for j > k -I (if m > k + I).
PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. By virtue of the remarks preceding the definition of the product on F, a( gs) is a pseudoassociate of A and so, by the lemma, (A, a )T, E F. Also APliS = Ap as E G1J ss ·'P s = G1J s ·'s' that is, (A, a)Ts E t\Ts·"· From the description given above it is easily verified that (as)s -I = a, so T,T s ·, is the identity on t\T,.
Hence T s ·' = T s -1 and Ts E 1F" Hence I/; is a bijection and the expression E( A)a is unique. Finally, let (A, a) , (B, b , a) At this point it is appropriate to give an alternative form for the first component in the product formula for F in terms of the reduction operator. U a' B) ), the uniqueness of the e form yielding the result. D In Corollary 3.4 it was shown that in any inverse semi group W generated by S and T, each element is expressible in the form E (A)a for some (A, a) In the latter case, suppose a l a 2 E As. Then since A ;;;. Ap s ' a 2 a z l ;;;. h for some But there are only finitely many choices for sal and for ai' and thus for s.
Let Sand T be inverse semigrnups and let F be the set of ordered pairs (A, a), where A is a canonical set in S sgp T and a is an associate of A. Under the product defined above, F is an inverse semigroup isomorphic, under 1/;, with S inv T. Each element of S inv T is uniquely expressible in the form e( A )a, for some canonical set A and associate a of A.

PROOF. By Theorem 3.3, I/; is surjective. To show I/; is a bijection, suppose (A, a),(B, b) E F and e(A)a = e(B)b. Then e(A) = (e(A)a)(e(A)arl = (e(B)b)(e(B)bt = e(B),
) E F. Then ((A
PROPOSITION 5.5. If (A. a), (B, b) E F then (A, a)(B, b) = (cl(A U a ·B), ab).
PROOF. By arguments used previously
E((AP a /\ B)p:l) = e(A)ae(B)a-1 = E(A)e(a ·B) = E(A U a· B) = e(cl(A
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Suppose Aps < A. Then from (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 6.1, (A, s) generates a bicyc1ic semigroup. But Aps" < A for all n ;;;. 1, so from the first part of the proof s" = Sk for some k =1= n, in which case (A, S)k = (A, Sk) ::':: (A, sn) = (A, s)", which is impossible in a bicyc1ic semigroup. 0 LEMMA 6.3. Let A E GlJ and suppose a is an associate of A, of length m greater than one, such that APa .;;; A (whence AP a " .;;; A for all n ;;;. 1). For each n ;;;. 1 let h;n) E APa", h(lI) E Ap" . ,1 < i .;;; m, be idempotents such that, for each i, (A, a) generates either a subgroup or a bicyc1ic subsemigroup of F. In either case (A, a)n = (A,a n ), so for each n, an (=aa(I) ... a(n-I» is an associate of A. Clearly the lengths of these words must therefore be bounded and so cancellation must occur. In particular m cannot be even and for some k ;;;. 0, ht,:)amh\k+I)a l is idempotent. Suppose cancellation never reaches the central term:
PROOF. By assumption
then there is a largest positive integer I, say, 1 < M -1, such that for some r;;;' 0, h~~i+lam_i+lh~r+l)ai is idempotent for 1 .;;; i.;;; I. Note that this remains true for all s ;;;. r by the choice of the idempotents h~J).
In fact without loss of generality it may be assumed that r = 0, for also generates a bicyc1ic semigroup and for each n,
I(a n ) =/(aa(I)"'a(n-I») =/(aa(IJ··· a (n-2J) +(m-2/-1)
> 1 (aa(l)··· a(n-2») = I(a n -I ), for all n;;; ' 2. This contradicts the bound on the lengths of the words an. Hence for some n;;;' 1, h<';:~i+lam_i+lh~n+l)ai is idempotent for 1 .;;; i.;;; M -1. For ~ n> I, (AP a ", a(n) also generates a bicyclic subsemigroup of F (since (Apa",a(n) = (A, arn(A, a)n+I) . If a(n) is not reduced then l(a(n) < m, contradicting the induction hypothesis. Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 6.3 are satisfied and, as in the proof of that lemma, it may be assumed that for all s ;;. 0, and But cancellation reaches no further than the central term, for if h~)aMh~+I)aM is idempotent, l( a(s)a(s+ I)) < m, which again yields a contradiction, for again generates a bicyclic subsemigroup. Hence for each n ;;. I,
. a(n-I)
= a l ···aM-I(aMh<ilaMh~aM· "h~-I)aM)(h~:;:l)aM+I) ... (h~,'-')an,).
By induction so for each n ;;. I, and since an is an associate of A, a l . . . aM_la'Mh~';i) EA. But from the finiteness of A it then follows that a'M = at-for some n * k. In that case a/Ja M = a Ma/J and a'M-k is idempotent. However, this contradicts the fact that a n -k is reduced, completing the proof. D PROOF. Only the second statement remains to be proved. So let e E E(S), say, and suppose G is a finite nontrivial subgroup of He' Letfbe an arbitrary idempotent of T. Next it will be shown that if neither S nor T has a zero, S inv T is fundamental. Recall that an inverse semigroup is fundamental [3, §5.4] if }.t is the identical relation. Unlike the E-unitary case [7, Theorem 5.4 ] there appear to be no simple necessary and sufficient conditions for fundamentality. For instance, in the E-unitary case if S and T are fundamental so is S inv T. In the next section an example will be given showing that this is not true in general. THEOREM 6.10. Let Sand T be inverse semigroups without zero. Then S inv T is fundamental. (A, a)}.t(A, 1) in F, a =fo l. Using Proposition 6.7 it may be assumed, without loss of generality, that a = s E Sand SS-I = S-IS = e, say. Observe that for any C E 61J, C";;;; A, with g E C, g,,;;;; e, then since C = CPs = CPgs' a wordb E CTifandonlyif(gs)b E C s .
PROOF. Suppose
Suppose AT is empty (so that no word in As begins with s): then for any PROOF. This follows from the theorem and the observation that the free product of any infinite family of inverse semigroups cannot have a zero (since such an element can only involve finitely many factors). 0 7. Preservation properties of S inv T. It is clear from the nature of the reduction process given in §3 that if Sand T have a soluble word problem then so does Sinv T.
In the previous section it was shown that the properties of complete semisimplicity and of being combinatorial are preserved by free products. In [8] it was shown (without using an explicit structure theorem) that the free product of E-unitary inverse semigroups is again E-unitary. (An inverse semigroup is E-unitary if ea = e, e E E(S), a E S implies a E E(S), or equivalently, if a:;;' e implies a E E(S).) As an example of an application of Theorem 6.1, this will be deduced here. Thus S inv T is a semi lattice of E-unitary inverse semigroups, that is, S inv T is strongly E-reflexive. 0
In [6] the author discussed preservation of the Hopf property ("every onto endomorphism is an automorphism") under free products. In general the property is not preserved, but under a range of weak conditions it is.
In [4] the author introduced the strong basis property: an inverse semigroup S has this property if for any inverse subsemigroups V <: V of S any two V-bases for V have the same cardinality, (a V-basis for V being a set X minimal with the property that X U V generates V). It was shown there that free inverse semigroups have this property, from which it might be surmised that it is preserved by free products. However, as the following example shows, this is not the case. The example makes use of the characterization of all inverse semigroups with the strong basis property given in [5] , to which the reader is referred for details. EXAMPLE 7.3. Let G be the symmetric group on three letters and let H be a two element group. From Example 5.5 and Lemma 4.2 of [5] both G and H have the strong basis property. Let e and f denote the identities of G and H, respectively, and let H = {t, h}. Put A = {e} U {gf: g E G, g =1= e} U {ghe: g E G, g =1= e} U {he,!}.
Then A E Gl. 0 = Gl.0(G, H) and H(A.I) ~ G, using an argument similar to that for Theorem 6. Finally an example is given of two fundamental inverse semigroups whose free product is not fundamental. EXAMPLE 7.4. Let E and E' be the semilattices in Figure 1 , and let S = T E , T = T E " the Munn semigroups on E and E' respectively; thus Sand Tare fundamental. In each case the idempotents (as identified in the figure) will be identified with the identical automorphisms of the principal ideals they generate.
Clearly T = {O', d, d', t, t-I }, where t is the isomorphism of E'd upon E'd': thus T is isomorphic with the five element combinatorial Brandt semigroup Bs.
Denote by s the automorphism of Ee which interchanges I and /" and by a the 
